“Don’t Just Take Our Word… Take Theirs”
Testimonials Of Senior/HR & Training Professionals Worldwide
I was truly impressed by the workshop. The excellent structure, effortless timekeeping, clear
messages and feedback and visible results for all participants, stand out for me. The learning
for me personally was tremendous. The HR team and I look forward to working with you on
other programmes for DHL.
- Niharika Davar - Senior Director Human Resources - DHL - Middle East, North Africa
& Turkey
I have been associated with Nikhil Desai for more than 5 years and one of the best qualities I
find in him besides his strong facilitation skills is his ability to listen, understand and customise
the target audience’s needs well before the workshop. This gives him the edge to add immense
value to the program outcome.
- Lakshmi Nadkarni - HR Country Leader – Dow India
Nikhil's programs are always a pleasure to attend and I have nominated people to do so as
well. He brings an understanding of business and people to the table. The dynamism and ease
with which he presents also makes him a great motivational speaker.
- Mamta Wasan - Director - Human Resources & Training - Fidelity National
Information Services - India
I got to know Nikhil when I was working with Essel Propack as a well balanced individual
having a keen intellect with a skill to listen and synthesize points of view. He’s one of the few
that makes the difference between good
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Nikhil is highly recommended for all who are looking for a person who

can make a difference to your company.
- Harish Nandwani - Vice President - Human Resources - TATA AutoComp Systems –
India
Amazing session. The trainer, Nikhil Desai was leading the floor and I really benefited a lot.
Looking forward to seeing him in other sessions. Thanks Mr. Nikhil!
- Nabil Abdulla Al Raisi - Head of Training - Bank Sohar – Oman
We were happy to have Nikhil and his team taking up couple of Training programs for us. The
diversity and the out of the box ideas along with proper implementation has been the hall mark
of the program which was well accepted by the participants across levels.
- Ranjan Sarkar - AVP, HR – Acclaris - India
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Nikhil conducted various programs such as Personal Effectiveness, Managerial Effectiveness
Programs for DHL India. Among these there were several batches of Communication &
Presentation skills programs which were conducted. The program garnered a lot of appreciation
across participants. The highlight of the programs was that they were interactive and the mock
sessions really helped participants to gain useful and application based learning on presentation
delivery. This was not possible without the zeal that Nikhil brings to his training sessions. It w as
definitely a pleasure to work with a professional like him.”
- Bosky Arora - Head Learning and Development - DHL
Nikhil is a transformational speaker and can take the participants by surprise. A powerful
speaker who can really motivate and involve them and can create a lasting impact. His two
days Personal Excellence program is bringing about a holistic change in one's personality which
is very practical, meaningful and easy to follow. I still regularly practise his stress management
exercises, which keeps me mentally & physically agile throughout the day.
- Santosh Minz - Head - Learning & OD - Ambuja Cements – India
Nikhil is a great motivator and an excellent facilitator. He is very good at maintaining high
interest in the topic of workshop, throughout the workshop. He makes the participants
comfortable and also gives related examples.
- Prachi Kelkar Bhide - Specialist People Development - Ciba Speciality – India
Excellent session for everyone! Thank you for sharing ways to manage stress both at the
workplace and home anywhere.
- Elizabeth Blow - Deputy Training Officer - U.S. Coast Guard - U.S.A
The session was very informative and fun.
- Randy Brown - Training Professional - Lockeed Martin - U.S.A
It’s been worthwhile attending this workshop. This program has enlightened me on stress
management. Moreover, Mr. Nikhil who has been very effective in creating a friendly
atmosphere and providing a platform for all the participants to open up and share their views. A
wonderful time investment!
- Sheeba Jennet – H R Manager - Maritime Industrial Services – Dubai
This program has triggered me to lead a quality life. It was a very good program by Mr.
Nikhil Desai.
- C. S. Mukandan – Incharge H R – QASCO Dubai Steel – Dubai

Very good. Opened up dormant thoughts, feelings, etc., that would help in personal and official
life. Many thanks, excellent session indeed!
- Subrashante R - HR Manager - Assetco PLC - Abu Dhabi
- A Great learning experience
- Inspirational, inclusive & pragmatic
- Makes a real difference to our attitude & outlook.
- Truly privileged to attend this wonderful session by Nikhil Desai.

-Dr. Rajan Philips – Sr. ESL Lecturer – Intl. College of Engg. & Mgmt – Muscat
Amazing session. The trainer, Nikhil Desai was leading the floor and I really benefited a lot.
Looking forward to seeing him in other sessions. Thanks Mr. Nikhil!
- Nabil Abdulla Al Raisi - Head of Training - Bank Sohar – Oman
I really feel very different. After your workshop I feel totally energized. This is great. Thank you
very much Mr. Nikhil Desai.
- Waheed Zainab - Counsellor - HR Department - Amex – Bahrain
Nikhil, you are doing a great job. You are an outstanding presenter. Keep going.
- Aldossary E – Chairman–Bahrain Society For Training & Development – Bahrain
I feel relaxed, energetic and cheerful. Thank you very much.
- Hala Galal - HR Head - Egyptian Banking Institute - Egypt
Nikhil is a passionate trainer/speaker who is able to relate to his audience and motivate them.
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A competent trainer that not only enables cognitive learning but also
applications.
- David Ong - Master Trainer - HRSINGAPORE - Singapore

This session has created awareness in how you can de-stress. The yoga practice was very
helpful. It was an enriching experience. Laughter session was really exhilarating.
- Monica Ang - HR / Corporate Affairs Manager - Volume Interactions – Singapore
It has given me opportunity to relearn in many ways to enhance my way of communication.
This will definitely help me enhance my effectiveness at work with the right attitude.
- Vivienne Tan - Personnel Officer - Austen Maritime Services - Singapore
Simple, flexible exercises for me to use and practice. Very useful and beneficial to me.
- Leong Wah Gee - Vice President HR - Merrill Lynch International Bank - Singapore

Very interesting. I have really benefited from this workshop. Thanks Nikhil for the interesting
and enjoyable session. Well organized & well done.
- Patricia Fong - HR - Pricewaterhouse Coopers – Singapore
Excellent. The best workshop at the world conference of IFTDO (International Training and
Development Organization).
- Zarina - Head HR - Abrar - Malaysia
I am feeling relaxed, fresh and energetic after the workshop. Very useful to release stress.
- Ahmad Imrat Samad - Executive - Training - Malaysia Airlines – Malaysia
I appreciate the tips provided and definitely see myself using them. Nikhil is a very
inspirational speaker with good insights into human behaviours.
- Veronica Waiyaki - HR Manager - Capital Markets Authority - Kenya
Excellent session by Nikhil Desai which made me feel alive and great!
- Faiza Jacobs - Staff Officer - SA Air Force - South Africa
A fantastic moment of life where I was able to see eality. This session the best thing that I have
gained.
- P. T. K. Ramakrishna - Group HR / Admin - Setmil Group - Sri Lanka
I feel more energized. It is going to help me improve my job performance.
- Anne Jorritsma - Learning Leader Europe - GE Plastics – Netherlands

